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Top Trends

Macro

1. Towards Re-Centralisation

2. Prioritisation of administrative, social and regional reform

3. Regulatory environment: More detail, still cautious

4. Continuing trade deficit, investment decline

Industry

5. Towards innovation and digitisation

6. Leap frogging

The Changing Chinese Consumer

7. More middle class, 

8. More local 

9. More online

EU SME

10. Bounce back in confidence but confidence still low

11. Setting up a business is getting easier, competition is getting tougher

12. Towards market seeking

EU SME Centre: New Solutions for a New Era
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New Venture Internationalisation
Observations 

• Emergent new venture internationalization possibilities reflect
a shift from imitation to innovation in China

• While the business opportunity in China is huge some new
ventures – probably a minority –are actively looking abroad
for opportunities

• Startups in the more sophisticated milieus like Beijing are
well-placed to do so, but there are capable startups in other
locations

Shameen Prashantham, Professor International Business and Strategy, CEIBS



 IP makes a company more innovative, competitive, 

VALUABLE

1. Territoriality

2. Know your IP

3. Know and understand what competition is doing

4. Build a relevant IPR portfolio and adapt to the Chinese specificities

5. Pay attention to your TRADE SECRETS in China… and in the EU (!) 

Align Your IP Strategy To 
Your Business Needs/ 

The Needs Of A Potential Investor

Valentin de la Court, China IPR Helpdesk



More Chinese Outbound travellers (including trips 

to Greater China) chose to travel individually as 

opposed to travel with a group in 2016. 

Sightseeing and Shopping are 

still the most important activities at their 
chosen destinations for Package tourists

For FITs there is growing trend to pursue 

unique experiences, authenticity, and 
soft adventures – in short, they wish to: 

“to travel and live 
like locals”

Icon made by Zlatko 
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Northern Chinese: Sun seekers

Southern Chinese: Sunshine at home but winter experience

“The” Chinese tourists does not exist (anymore).  

Serving Chinese Tourists
Changing Customer Demands and Behaviours



Developments:

• Risen Public investments: scientific and technical infrastructure as a key

• Over 4,000 incubators

• Private Chinese SMEs demonstrate a great research and innovation 

performance 

• Number of patent applications has increased

General impact:

Technological

ENRICH – Opportunities in Research and Innovation

Overview of Chinese STI Landscape 

The Chinese performance in research and development 

activities is continuously rising

Improved links between 
universities and 

companies

Less dependency on 
foreign technologies, 

but more opportunities 
to collaborate on joint 

innovation

Internet restrictions 
hinder innovation and 

international 
collaboration

Sara Medina, member of the board SPI; Coordinator of ENRICH China
Robert Sanders, Head of international projects, European Business Network
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• For the first time ever a Chinese company tops the European Patent Office.

• Huawei, 2017, ahead of Siemens 

• Online retail sales are 20% of total retail sales

• About 90% of online purchases are initiated at a cellphone now

• Mobile payments near USD 1 trillion. About 10 times that of USA

• China leads VC investment in Fintech

• China attains 2nd position investing in VR, Autonomous Vehicles, E-

Education, Wearables, Robotics, 3D-Printing 

• China leads civil drones or e-bike sharing

• China attains 3rd position investing in AI, Big Data, Machine Learning

• China has one-third of the approximately 300 unicorns worldwide.

Rafael Jimenez, Business Development Advisor, EU SME Centre

Digital China

Facts



Opportunities Along the Belt and Road 

SMEs and startups

 The new economy is seen as a shift from a manufacturing and commodity based

economy to one that used technology to create new products and services at a rate

that the traditional manufacturing economy could not match. More and more of the

traditional manufacturing economy is being automated using innovations coming out

of the tech sector, which is definitely creating huge market opportunities for SMEs

and startups.

 Technology and knowledge-based new economy normally sets a quite high industry

threshold. A startup or a SME today is an entrepreneurial venture which is typically a

newly emerged, fast-growing business that aims to meet a marketplace need by

developing a viable business model around an innovative product, service, process or

a platform. The new economy may especially favours SMEs and startups.

Xia Wenhuan, Executive Secretary, Beijing B&R International Co-Incubation (ICI)



Made in China 2025
10 Industrial Priority Sectors 

Marco Gasparroni, CEO Exprivia China, Vice-chairman China-Italy Chamber of Commerce



Digital Marketing Essentials
The Modern Chinese Consumer

Understand your target group

China many markets = China many consumers

Background research

Conduct background research to 

assess goals and gain initial 

knowledge. Ask questions such as 

What is the goal of your company? 

What is the story behind your 

products? Who are the 

competitors? How do the Chinese 

users look at your category? 

Tools: Desktop research, primary and 

secondary sources, quantitative and 

qualitative.

Segmentation

A segment is characterized by its 

internal homogeneity and its 

heterogeneity towards other 

segments. Organize the customers 

by demography, geography, 

purchasing power, behavior, 

psychography etc.

Tools: Desktop research, primary and 

secondary sources, digital tools (e.g. Baidu 

Index, Weibo Index, WeChat Index).

Target group

Based on the previous, define your 

target group, and continue research. 

Understand their needs, habits, 

thinking, purchasing behavior etc. to 

work on product/service adaptation 

and to devise ad hoc and effective 

marketing campaigns.  

Tools: Desktop research, primary and 

secondary sources, quantitative and 

qualitative, digital tools (e.g. Baidu Index, 

Weibo Index, WeChat Index), social listening.

Bjoern Hembre, Managing Director, Branditat



Operate WeChat store

Two Way Communication 

• Not just about selling it about talking to and engaging 

with new customers

• On most platforms you “market to” but on wechat you 

“talk to” followers 

• The power of “social selling commerce” is enormous 

• Reinforcement of brand credibility –

• Reinforcement of education & trust in products

• Its your launch pad to CBEC in China

Felim Meade, Co-founder, Emerald Green Consulting


